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]. Introduction 

An insulation may be iln t'stigatf'd for a number of yarious so-called 
"non-destructiye" didectric properties (e.g. loss factoL resistivity, dispersion 
factor. etc.). Until now in practice. these properties were usually considered 
as mostly independent ones, though in fact. these are in a yery close relation. 

Excluding local flaws likely to cause surface or inside discharges, at volt ages 
lower than the breakdown strength only the phenomena of conduction anel 
polarization occur in the dielectrics in response to the field strength. All 
dielectric quantities measured on dielectrics are affected by these two processes 
only, though to yarious degrees. Still to establish a relation between the meas
ured quantities and the fundamental processes, the introduction of so-calleel 
"fundamental characteristics" describing the processes of conduction and 
polarization in the dielectric is needed. Thereby a possibility is given to an 
exact treatment of thc relation of the measurt"d quantities to the fundamental 
characteristics, and through these latter of each measured quantity to the 

others (Fig. 1). 
Conduction in a material can unambiguously be described by the specific 

conductivity x referred to unit yolume (or by its inYert. the specific resistiyity Q). 
Dielectric polarization, howeyer. is a hy far more complex phenomcnon than 
is conduction, so that it cannot be described by a single quantity. Still there 
exist general characteristics suitable to describe phenomenologically the process 
of polarization in dielectrics due to an electric field. The present paper offers 
a summary of the system of the fundamental characteristics and their inter
relations with the characteristics of dielectrici'. 

2. Fundamental dielectric characteristics of dielectrics 

Conduction is the phenomenon in the dielectric when in response to an 
external electric field. the charge carriers in the material transport charges 
from one electrode in the dielectric to the other. When a constant field strength 
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E is applied to the dielectric the arising conduction-current density. unchang
ing in time, mav be written as 

le = % • E 

where E [V/CIll] the field strength, and 
% IA!V . cm] the specific conducti\·jty. 
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Polarization. the process where the centres of gra"..-ity of the positive 
and negatiye charges in the material, originally neutralizing each other. are 
shifted from one another hy the field. and an electric momentum of yolume 
deyelops in the material, is not so simple to describe. At an ahrupt change of 
the field strength the polarization cannot follow immediately it and will settle 
'with a time lag at the yalue corresponding to the changed field strength. This 
time lag depends on the mass of the charge carriers, on its elementary charge, 
the apparent resistance to the displacement of the charge carriers, etc. 

Magnitude and rate of rise of the polarization of a dielectric (the rate of 
lagging of the polarization behind the field) are in close interrelation with the 
structure of the material. 

In general, each type of polarization i5 linked up with a definite group 
of eharge carriers of the material, This close relation offers more information 
OIl the condition of dielectric;;; and its change for some reason (e.g. ageing) 
hy ;;tudying the Tate and pTocess of polarization than that of conduction. 

In the follo'wing discussion the term "polaTization" will be used in general 
sense, i.e. for any process in the dielectrics inyoh'ing - in response to the elec
tric field a reshuffling of the charges and heing reyersihle, i.e. with ceasing of 
the field the original condition .... I-ill he Tfcstored. Accordingly. the pl'Ocesses 
;concomitant of the formation of field charges will come under the same heading 
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(in contradiction to certain authors who do not want to have processes i'ncluded 
in the notion of polarization) [9]. 

At a survey of the fundamental characteristics lending themselves for 
a description of polarization we shall set out from t .. wo preliminary conditions 
[:2, 8], viz. 

(a) the iuyestigations have been confined to a range of field strength 
where there is a linear relation between the yalne of polarization and field 
strength. i.e. the principle of superposition 'will hold for the dielectric; and 

(b) that the polarization is the resultant of elementary polarization 
processes in the dielectric in response to the electric field exponentially with 
different time constants. 

£ 
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Fig. ,) 

Applying at time 0 a constant field strength E to the dielectric, 
polarization will settle at a steady state yaIne corresponding to the field strength 
with a time lag (Fig. 2). 

By tillH' t after applying the field, the polarization is expr('s:-ecl hy 

pet) = Po . F(t) = :x . E . F(t) 
where 

:x . E 

is the steady state yalue of polarization. 
In these relations: 

p[A .:] 
cm-

I kV J El-cm 

the polarization (hound charge density on the electrodes), 

the field strength, 

(2) 

(3) 
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[
A'S ] 

IX V' cm 
proportionality factor hetween polarization and field strength. 

i.e. the polarizability (polarization induced hy unit field strength), 
and 

F(t) the relaxation function of polarization descrihing the denlopment 
of polarization in time [2, 7]. 
The limiting values of relaxation function are 

for t '-> O. 
t- =. 

F(t) ,~ 0; 
F(t) -, 1. 

(4) 

With development of polarization the charge bounded on the electrode,. 
tends to gro·w. In the external circuit maintaining the field this growth will 
cause an accessory current. the so-calleel absorption current or anomalou5 
charging current density 

d P(t) 

dt 

as referred to unit cross section of the dielectric. 

(5) 

With polarization approaching its steady state value this current 
decaying in time monotonously tends to zero. Sil~ilarly to polarization the 
ahsorption current is proportional to field strength, so that its initial value 
can he ,\Titten as: 

1,,(0) = ,1 . E (6 ) 

where r3 is the proportionalit;, factor hetween absorption current densit~· and 
field strength. Though in conformity with Ohm's law. the proportionality 
factor hetween field strength and current density is hy definition - tlH' 
conductivity characteristic to conduction of dielcctric (see Eq. (1». :'0 that 
(following a forgotten proposal of S}IEKAL [9]) the proportionality factor ,.; 
characteristic to the polarization in the material may he called "I)olarization 
conductivity" . 

In time the absorption current decays monotonously and tends to zero. 
Similarly to (2) the time-dependpnce of the ahsorption currpnt density mav 
he expressed hy 

where f3[~J ... _] the polarization conductivity. and 
T· 'm 

(7) 
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f(t) the current relaxation function (or: current decay function) 
expressing the time-dependence of the absorption cur
rent [2]. 

The limiting values of the relaxation function are 

for t -+ 0, 
t -+ 00, 

f(t) -+ 1; 
f(t) -+ O. 

2.1. Fundamental characteristics in case of a polarization 
with a single time constant 

(8) 

When there arises polarization ·with a single time constant Tp in the 
dielectric, the value of the fundamental characteristics mav be written as 
follows: 

the polarization-function 

P(t) = (Xp E(I - e 
(9) 

where (Xp the polarizahility referred to the arising polarization, and 
t 

F(t) = (1 - e- Tp) the relaxation function of the polarization. 
Consequently if there is a polarization of a single time constant in the 

dielectric, the macroscopically measurable resultant polarization will show 
an exponential change. 

In this case the absorption current may be written as 

d -[Cl.: . E(I 
d Jl 

t 
(10) 

From Eqs (10) and (7) it follows that 

and (lOa) 
f(t) =1' 

1.1'. in this case the current will decay exponentially. 

Obviously, both functions F(t) and f(t) satisfy the boundary conditions 
given in (4) and (8). 

2.2. Fundamental characteristics for superposed processes 
of several time constants 

If in response to an electric field several superposed exponential processes 
of different time constants take place in the dielectric, then the resultant polar-
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ization does not deyelop exponentially. As is known, the elementary polari
zation processes of different time constants are not to arise necessarily ·with 
the same intensity in the material. so that polarizability x will change depend
cnt on the time constant T. i.e. [2,7.8]. 

x = x(T) 

Scycral attem pts hay(' been made to define the relationship het·ween 
the dielectric parameters measured on dielectrics and the distribution of 

polarization by approximating the density function of polarizability of the 
material with a function of arithmetical form. Though these hypothetical 
distributions are not of general yalidity. and produce a result conforming to 
experience only for testing particular dielectrics and ·within a specified range of 
time constants, i.e. each of these distributions is yalid for certain types of 
polarization only [1. 5. 10. ll. 12. 13]. 

In the follo'l-ing we shall demonstrate that by making use of the system 
of fundamental characteristics as outlined hcre, no concrete knowledge of the 

distrihution of polarization is necessary to establish a direct relationship 
hetween the fundamental dielectric processes and the measured dielectrie 
characteristics. To describe the distribution of polarization according to timc 
constant. let us introduce the density function Q7.(T). yiz. 

~7.(T) 
1 dx 

:1.0 dT 
(ll) 

where :1.0 is the re:mltant polarizability of elementary polarizations 1Il tht' time 
COll~tant rang(' under t('~t '1\ to T ~ 

(12) 

The rang/' limits T] and T~ an' defined by th(' dielectric property measured 
on the dielectric. (Polarization ranges of other time-constants are tested 
wh('n e.g. the 10:35 factor i" nwasured. or for absorption current mpasurement5 
,,·ith cl .c. yoltage.) 

It follows from the interpretation of the density function that the polari
zability Cf.!: resulting from elementary polarizations with time constants within 
the rangf' of a width. IT around the time con5tant T i: (Fig. 3) may be writ
tt'll as 

x: =h(TtJ (13) 

,,-herf'as the steady state yalue of the elementary polarization so generated: 

J P Ok = . I P(TtJ = E . . :h(T!;} = E . :1.0 . QJTtJ . ::JT (14) 
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T 

Fig,03 

If the range cJT is sufficiently narrow, after applying a field strength E 
at t = 0 the elementary polarization develops exponcntially ,,-ith the time 

constant T I" i.e. 

t 
E . Xo . IJ ~ (T d . 1 T . (1 - e - Tk ) (15) 

The resultant polarization can he obtained as the sum total of thc elementary 
processes, i.e. as the integral of the elementary polarization between time 
constants Tl and T 2 with resppct to dt: 

To 

P(t) =E.xo (Q,(T).(1 .(' 
T, 

dT = E . x() . F (t) 

From Eqs (2) and (16). the value of the function F(t) is: 

T t 

F(t) ( IJ,(T) , (1 e - [ic) dT 
'r , 

This function meets the conditions in Eq. (4), since 

(16) 

(17) 

for t = O. F(t) = 0 (the exponential term within the brackets bcing zero 
at any optional T): for t "'. F( t) 1 (the value of th!' bracketed term 
IH'ing unity) and by definition of the density function: 

T 

F(t) \' IJjT) dT 
'r! 

1 (18) 

Let us now investigate the relationship het·ween the characteristics {) 
andf(t) introduced for the description of the ahsorption current to the funda
mental characteristics describing polarization. From Eqs (5) and (16) the 
ahsorption current IS: 

T. T 
d .-
dt [E· 7.0 J Q,(T)· (1 . e dT (19) 
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At t = 0 the current 

T, 

Ja(O) = [ d: ] = E. Xo f e,,~) dT = E- 7.0 ' k (20) 

1=0 T, 

when introducing the following notation: 

T, 

k = r Qctf) dT (21) 

T, 

From Eqs (6) and (20) it ".-ill be seen that the resultant polarization
conductivity is 

(22) 

Substituting /3 0 in Eq. (19), the relaxation function describing the current 
change: 

and 

To 

f(t) = ~J" Q",(T) 
k T 

T, 

The function meets the limiting conditions in Eq. (8), because 

T, 

for t = 0, f(t) = 1 j' Q,,(T) .1. dT= k 
k ~ T k 

1 

T, 

T, 

for t = cc. f(t) = ~J' Q,,(T) . (I. dT = 0 
k T 

To 

3. Relationship between the fundamental characteristics 
and dielectric parameters measured on dielectrics 

3.1. Charging and discharging currents 

(23 ) 

When in the circuit shown in Fig. 4 at time t 0 a unidirectional field 
E is applied to a dielectric, then the instrument inserted in the external circuit 
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will first indicate a current decay-ing in time, and then a steady state value. 
Be l(t) the current density referred to unit surface of the dielectric, then: 

(24) 

Sample 

J 

Fig. 4 

"where lo the capacitive component needed for charging up the capacity of 
the sample, 

la the absorption component hy developllwut of polarization, and 
le the conductive component [10]. 

The capacitive component dec ays exponentially in time, its time con
stant is determined only by the geom etric capacity of the sample to be charged 
and the internal resistance of the volt age generator. When the two are properly 
aligned, the capacitive component m ay he caused to vanish much sooner than 

the absorptive component. 
On the assumption that, owing to its small time constanL the capacitive 

component will not influence the measured charging current at all, there will 
remain only t"WO components in this, \"iz. 

l(t) = l,,(t) (25) 

Form Eqs (1) and (7) 

l(t) = E . ([3 . f(t) ~ %) (26) 
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From Eq. (8) the initial current densitv extrapolated for t = 0 mav he writ
ten as: 

Jo=E'(i}-:%) (27) 

i.e., its initial value is proportional to th{' sum total of the "conductiye" and 
"polarization" conductivity (Fig. ;»). 

After a long time (assumt'd to be = for the dt'velopment of the polari
zation) t'quaIly from Eq. (8) tIlt' current densitv is: 

E· % (28) 

Jj 

r
' 

'ft_~~~ ____ _ 
ex {<-______________ __ 

i.e. the steady state value of the charging current is proportional to conducti
,-ity only. Hence,from the initial and stahilizt'd values of the measured charging 
currt'nt the values of the conductivity and of the polarization conductivity 
may he directly {'stahlished . 

. 1.t non-destruetiy(· tt'st of insulation:;; the ahsorption factor K" is used 
for (lenoting the eondition of th(, insulation. defined by 

From Eq. (26) the absorption factor i,,' 

rJ . f.(.t.1.)-- % 
K._\= 

rJ ·f(tJ % 

When in the dielectric the conduction is IHedominant, I.e. 

then the value of the absorption factor is near unity. for 

% 
K_.\~: - =c: 1 

% 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

U~2) 
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On the other hand, 'when at the tested time the effect of polarization 
predominates, i.e. 

% ~ /J . f(t) (33) 

then the yalue of absorption factor is much higher then unity, and its yalue is 
characteristic exactly of the changing of the relaxation function. because 

) 

!3'{r.,.' '" L"", ' , Ja 
c 
r ", J; 

Fig. 6 

1'; ·f(0), 
I) ·f(tJ 

j'(td 

f( t::J 
(3-1) 

From the measured current ys. time graph the relaxation function f(t) 

of the dielectric may he directly established. 
'When the sample had heen charged hy connecting it to a D.e. generator 

for the time fe• and then the discharge current is measured in a short-circuit 
(Fig. 6), a current of a sign opposite to that of the charging current can lJe 
obtain cd, this discharge current tends in time to zero. There are only capacitiye 
and absorption components in the discharge current J d (there heing no COll

duction, as E = 0), so that 

J~(t) IJt) (35 ) 
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The time constant of the capacitive component J~ is determined by the 
capacity of the specimen and by the resistivity of the short-circuit, so it can 
be made not to affect the discharge current at the examined range of time. 
Then the discharge current includes the absorption component J; alone. 
This component arises in consequence of the decay of the polarization devel
oped during charging the specimen, hene.e, considered Eq. (7) 

Jd(t) = J"(t) = -E . p' . f'(t) (36) 

The dept"ndence of the value of rl' on the time of the charging may bp 
determined as follows: 

The polarization devPlopt"d during the charging time te may be written as 

(37) 

After a time t reckont"d from the heginning of short-circuiting, the value 
of the polarization P'(t) will be 

P'(t) = PiU [1 - F'(t)] = E . Xo . F((,) . [I - F'(t)] (38) 

whence the absorption component 

J:,(t) 
d V(t) 

clt 

will he ohtained. wht"re 

Eq. (8) is "Valid also for r(t). 

E· (J' I(t) (39) 

(40) 

Since, according to Eq. (4) F(t) = I only for te = -x:, else it will always 
he lower, it follows that the value of /3 ' calculated from the initial discharge
current will also always he lower then the polarization conductivity (3 0 cal
culated from the charging current, i.e. (5' = ,3 0 is met only after an extremely 

long charging period in view of the development of polarization examined. 

3.2. The loss factor 

When in the dielectric the field strength is changed according to E(r) 
then the polarization and absorption component mav he calculated with the 
Duhame1 integral [L 10]: 
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I 
, dEer) 

pet) = eto · E(O) . F(t) -'- lXo J dr . F(t r) d, (41) 

o 
and 

I 

n J' dE(t - r) - Po -------. fer) ch 
dr 

(42) 

o 

When in a dielectric the field strength fluctuates according to sine 
function, i.e. E(t) = Em . sin wt, then from Eq. (4.2) the absorption component 
will he 

t I 

la = Emax w[cos cot· (3 0 • J cos on f(T) ch -+- sin wt . /3 0 J sin on . f(t) . dTJ = 

o 0 (43) 
= Emax w[(c:' - C'~) cos OJt + 8" sin wtJ 

whence the components of complex permittiyity will r!'ad 

I 

and the loss factor 

tg <5 

8 '= fJ 0 I' cos cn . f( T) d T + 8, 
o 

I 

c:" 130 I' sin un fer) dT 
b 

(r)E' 

3.3. Initial slope of the discharge and return wltages 

(44) 

(45) 

When the specimen had be!'n connected to a D.e. generator for a definite 
period and then disconnected, the charge accumulated on the electrodes is 
neutralizing through the resistivity of the dielectric, and it can he recorded 
the discharge yoltage decaying in time at a faster or slower rate. When after 
leaving the specimen connected to the generator for a longer period and then 
short-circuited it for a short period, after opening the short-circuit the charge 
bounded by the polarization will turn into free charge owing to the decay 
of that, i.e., a yoltage will arise between the electrodes on the specimen. This 
phenomenon is called return yoltage or dielectric after-effect. 

In a preyious pap!'r the author has demonstrated that a close relationship 
exists hetween the initial slope of the discharge and return voltages and the 
conduction and polarization of the dielectric. Thus, similarly to dielectric 
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characteristics hitherto used to characterize the dielectric, the initial slopes 
of the voltages are apt to qualify the insulation too. For certain material;:;, 
(e.g. impregnated paper) the initial slopes are good indications of the quality 
or condition of the insulation [6]. 

To describe the condition of insulations, three marginal curyes of yoltage 
graphs may he used. These are as follows (see Fig. 7): 

[ 

@ 

[ 

le 

@ [ 

(a) Discharge curve recorded after short charging. The term "short charg
ing"" denotes that the yoltage is applied to the insulation for a time lTlUch 
shorter than the relaxation time of the polarization range under test. con
sequently this polarization cannot deyelop during the period of charging. 

(b) Discharge curve recorded after long charging. The period of "long 
charging" is chosen in a 'way permitting the dt'yt'lopment of the polarization 
in the dielectric. 
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(c) Return voltage curve. After a long charging period the electrodes 
on the insulation are short-circuited for a short period, letting the free charge. 
generating the field strength, to be neutralized. still the polarization developed 
during the charging cannot follow the abrupt drop of the field, so that the 
bounded charge subsists. When opened the short-circuit, the bounded charge 
turns released owing to the slow decay of the polarization and the free charge 
creates a voltage between the electrodes [3, 4]. 

Setting out from the difference between the surface charge densities 

D(O) and D(t) for time t = 0 and a later time t. respectively. the integral 
equation describing the change of charge on the electrodes in time: 

D(O) D(t) = Co E(O) + P(O) .. Co E(t) P(t) 
t 

% r E(T) ch 
() 

(46) 

whence the function E(t) describing the change of the field strength 
futher its derivati-..-e for t = 0, i.e. the initial tangent of voltage curves 

m = tga (47) 

can he calculated. 
An analysis of the three marginal ca:;:ps will produce the following rela

tionships for the initial slopes: 

(a) Discharge curve after a short charging. te .• O. 
Initial conditions: 

t = 0, D(O) = EoEo' 

t. D(t) = EoE(t) 
since P(O) 

P(t): 
O. and 

where Eo is the field strength in the dielectric at charging. Suhstituting thf' 
initial conditions in Eq. (46), the initial slope is: 

(48) 

(b) Discharge curve after a long charging period. te .". 

Initial conditions: 

t 0, D(O) = EoEo + P(O), 
t = t, D(t) EoE(t) P(t); 

where P(O) = EoEo the steady state polarization developed during charging. 
From these conditions the slope is obtained as: 

. % 

2 Periodica Polytct'hnica El. 15;'-! 

co 
(49) 
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(c) Rt"turn yoltage cun-e, te "- =, ts -,. O. 
Initial conditions: 

t = O. D(O) 
t = t, D(t) 

P(O), 
coE(t) -;- P(t) 

where E(O) = 0 ht"cause of the short-circuit. 
These conditions yield for the slope: 

) Eo 
/llrelllrn = P --

Eo 
(50) 

The initial slope of the yoltage curyes and the fundamental character
istics of the dielt"ctric are seen to he in a very close relationship. 

3.4. Dispersion factor 

By definition, the dispero:ion factor is the quotient from frf'{' hy houndf'd 
charges (or charge df'nsities) on elf'ctrodes: 

P 
(51) 

where Qp stands for the charge hounded hy the polarization developed in the 
dielectric. and Q () for the free charge. 

The principle of the measurement of the dispersion factor may he summed 
up as follows. After an extremely short period of charging the free charge is 
measured hy integrating the current flowing in the short-circuit hetween the 
electrodes on the insulation. After a determined period of charging and a short 
discharging the \'alue of the hounded charge can he measured in a similar 
way to the ahove. ~'hen during the period of short charging polarization 
cannot deyelop. whereas during the sustained period of charging it can fully 
deyelop. then from Eqs (3) and (51) the dispersion factor will be: 

AD 
7.' E 7. 

;-:o·E E 0 

(52) 

i.e .. it is 1Il close relationship to tllf' polarizability of the dielectric. 

4. Conclusions 

In response to an electric field the phenomena of conduction and polari
zation ,rill arise in dielectrics. Conduction may he characterized hy the con
ductivity % of the dielectric in an unamhignous manner. Polarization, howeyer. 
is a time-dependent process. furthermore seyeral coincident elementary pro-
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cesses of different relaxation times may be superposed, so this is why the phenom
enological description of polarization llf~eds two characteristics, viz. the 
resultant polarizability :x (characterizing the intensity of the polarization) 
and the polarization decay function F(t) (describing its development) are 
needed. ·With these two characteristics it is possible to describe the polarization 
phenomenologically in a clear-cut form. In the present paper the direct relation 
between the function F(t) and the density function Q~(T) describing the distri
bution of the polarization according to time constants (relaxation times) has 
been demon::-trated. 

The anomalous charging current generated in consequence of the devel
opment of polarization may be described by the polarization conductivity f3 
and the current decay function f(t). The interrelation of these quantities with 
the polarizahility :x and the polarization decay function F(t) i::- discussed. It has 
been suggested to consider the polarization conductivity /3 as a characteristic 
value of the material in like way as the conductivity %. 

The conducti...-ity %, the resultant polarizability :x and the relaxation 
function F(t) on the one part, the polarization conductivity /3 and the relaxation 
function f(t) on the other, may be considered as the fundamental dielectric 
characteristic values of dielectrics. as these lend themselves more readily for 
the unambiguous description of thc fundamental dielectric processes, in partic
ular for the polarization. 

Each of dielectric characteristics of the material (e.g. the charging and 
discharging currents, loss factor, dispersion factor, initial slopes of discharge 
and return ,-oltages. etc.) are in strict relation to the fundamental character
istics. This relation opens a way to systematize the characteristics measured 

on dielectrics via fundamental characteristics (Fig. 1). 

Summary 

The lll~a,ure uf the polarization developed in dielectrics may be characterized by the 
resultant polarizability :x. whereas its development may be described by the polarization 
relaxation function F(t). The absorptiou current due to thE' change of the polarization may. 
- on the analogy of the "conducti,,-e'" conductivity % -, be expressed by the "polarization 
conductivity'" / it- ("hanging in time by the current relaxation function (or: current decay 
function) f(t). 

The cOllductiyity %. characteristic of conduction, as well as Cl. and F(t) together with I') 
and f(t), characteristic of polarization, constitute the "fundamental dielectric characteristics" 
of dielectrics propo"ed in thi" paper, by which the dielectric processes arising in response to 
electric field can uIlambif!:uoush- be described. 

These dielectric p;oce,;se·, are in strict relation to measurable dielectric properties of 
dielectrics (e.g. leakage current. dielectric loss factor, etc.). By using the system of funda
mental characteristic,. proposed here, this relation can be discussed in a clear-cut and demon
:;trative way and from the measured quantities, the value of the fundamental characteristics 
may be simply established. 

2* 
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